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6seasons/75episodes/2016 - 2022 
NetworkTNT
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Runtime:45 min2016 -    2022 (Ended)
Genres:Drama
Network:TNT
Animal Kingdom (2016) is an American drama series which is aired on TNT Serie The series premiered on 7 June 2016.
 
 The series centers on 17-year-old Joshua "J" Cody, who moves in with his freewheeling relatives in their Southern California beach town after his mother dies of a heroin overdose. Headed by boot-tough matriarch Janine "Smurf" Cody and her right-hand Baz, who runs the business and calls the shots, the clan also consists of Pope, the oldest and most dangerous of the Cody boys; Craig, the tough and fearless middle son; and Deran, the troubled, suspicious "baby" of the family. Also prominent are Nicky, J's steady girlfriend, and Catherine, Baz's de facto wife and the mother of their 3-year-old daughter, Lena.
 It isn't long before Josh is pulled into the family's life of indulgence and excess, but he soon discovers that it's all being funded by criminal activities. Joining the family comes with more danger and excitement than he might be ready to handle.
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Joshua "J" Cody
Finn Cole
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Janine "Smurf" Cody
Ellen Barkin
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Barry "Baz" Brown
Scott Speedman
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Andrew "Pope" Cody
Shawn Hatosy
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Craig Cody
Ben Robson
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Deran Cody
Jake Weary
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Reviews (0)
There are no reviews of the series Animal Kingdom (2016).
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News (5)
[image: TBS, TNT and truTV announce premiere dates]
TBS, TNT and truTV announce premiere dates

Early July, several series premiered on TBS, TNT and truTV. Amongst others, the third season of Miracle Workers (2019) has been given a premiere date.

25 May 2021

[image: Fifth season Animal Kingdom to premiere in July]
Fifth season Animal Kingdom to premiere in July

TNT has revealed the premiere date of the fifth season of Animal Kingdom (2016). It'll start its run this July.

14 May 2021

[image: Renewed or cancelled; television series that will go on or end in 2020-2021]
Renewed or cancelled; television series that will go on or end in 2020-2021

Lists, MySeries can't get enough of them. This time, we've made a list showing series/programmes of networks, cable or streaming services that have been cancelled or renewed starting from August 2020 till January 2021.

26 Jan 2021
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Breaking Bad
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Sons of Anarchy
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Grey's Anatomy
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